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Mechanism for a Chemical Potential of Nonequilibrium Magnons in Parametric
Parallel Pumping
Naoya Arakawa∗
Department of Physics, Toho University, Funabashi, Chiba, 274-8510, Japan
We demonstrate how a magnon chemical potential is generated in parametric parallel pump-
ing. We study how a time-periodic magnetic field of this pumping affects magnon properties of
a ferrimagnet in a nonequilibrium steady state. We show that the magnon distribution func-
tion of our nonequilibrium steady state becomes the Bose distribution function with µ = ωp/2,
where µ is the magnon chemical potential and ωp is the pumping frequency. This result is
distinct from the absence of the magnon chemical potential in the standard theory and can
qualitatively explain its generation in experiments. We believe our result is a first theoretical
demonstration of the generation of the magnon chemical potential in the parametric paral-
lel pumping, providing an important step towards a thorough understanding of properties of
nonequilibrium magnons.
1. Introduction
A magnon chemical potential is a key parameter in
magnon Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) and trans-
port phenomena. Magnons are bosonic quasiparticles
that describe the collective motions of a magnet. To real-
ize the magnon BEC,1,2) the magnon chemical potential
µ should satisfy 0 − µ = 0, where 0 denotes the low-
est energy of magnon bands. Since 0 can be a nonzero
positive value, tuning the value of µ is necessary for the
magnon BEC. Then µ plays an essential role in trans-
port phenomena for a multilayer including a magnet.3–7)
For example, a change of µ near the interface needs to
be taken into account in estimating spin transport in the
spin Seebeck effect for a bilayer of Pt and yttrium iron
garnet (YIG), a ferrimagnet.5)
Despite progress in understanding µ, there exists a
gap between experiment and theory. From an experi-
mental point of view, µ can be finite by using paramet-
ric parallel pumping.2,8) This method9–12) uses two dif-
ferent magnetic fields parallel to each other (Fig. 1): a
time-independent one h0 and a time-periodic one h1(t)
with a period of T = 2pi/ωp. In this pumping the sys-
tem of magnons is nonequilibrium. After a certain period
of time the system can achieve a quasiequilibrium state
in which the magnon distribution function can be ap-
proximated by the Bose distribution function with finite
µ.2,8) However, from a theoretical point of view, it re-
mains unclear how µ can be generated under h1(t). In
the standard theory,13–17) which is sometimes called the
S-theory, h1(t) is treated as a classical field in the form
h cos(ωpt), and its effect is described by the Hamiltonian
Hpump(t) = gµBh1(t)
∑
jS
z
j , where g is the g factor, µB
is the Bohr magnetron, and Szj is the z-component of
the spin operator at cite j. Hpump(t) is then rewritten as
the magnons-pair creation and annihilation terms by us-
ing the Holstein-Primakoff transformation18) and several
approximations. Since such terms violate the magnon-
number conservation, this theory leads to µ = 0.14,17)
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Setup of the parametric parallel pumping
of a ferrimagnet. As a simple case, a two-sublattice ferrimagnet
is considered. The time-periodic magnetic field h1(t) (a green
wavy line) is used to generate µ; the time-independent magnetic
field h0 (a green straight line) is used to align the magnetization
direction along it.
(Note that a chemical potential of bosons or fermions be-
comes zero when the number is not conserved.19)) This
theoretical result (i.e., µ = 0) implies that in the case of
nonzero 0 it is impossible to realize the BEC of magnons.
Thus there is the gap between experiment and theory,
and its existence may imply that something is missing in
the standard theory.
In this paper we present a new theory of the paramet-
ric parallel pumping, and we demonstrate a mechanism
by which the magnon chemical potential is generated.
We first introduce a model Hamiltonian for a ferrimag-
net in the parametric parallel pumping, and then de-
rive the master equation of the reduced density matrix
of magnons. We show that the nonequilibrium steady
state is achieved due to the detailed balance between
the magnons-pair creation and annihilation. Most impor-
tantly, the magnon distribution function of this steady
state is the Bose distribution function with µ = ωp/2.
This result is, to the best of author’s knowledge, a first
theoretical demonstration of generation of the magnon
chemical potential in the parametric parallel pumping.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2
we derive the model Hamiltonian for a two-sublattice fer-
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rimagnet in the parametric parallel pumping. Our Hamil-
tonian consists of the magnon Hamiltonian of the ferri-
magnet, the magnon-photon coupling Hamiltonian due
to the time-dependent magnetic field, and the photon
Hamiltonian. In contrast to the standard theory,13–17)
the time-periodic magnetic field is treated as a quantized
field in our theory. We also argue that our two-sublattice
ferrimagnet can be regarded as a minimal model for
describing magnon properties of YIG at room temper-
ature. In Sect. 3 we derive the equation of motion of
the reduced density matrix of magnons and write it in
the form of the master equation. In this derivation we
treat photons as a Markovian bath for magnons and as-
sume that the magnon-photon coupling is weak enough
to treat its Hamiltonian as perturbation. Such a treat-
ment of photons may be appropriate for YIG, in which
the magnon lifetime is sufficiently long.20) In Sect. 4 we
study a steady-state solution to the master equation, and
we show the magnon properties in the nonequilibrium
steady state for the parametric parallel pumping. In Sect.
5 we compare our result with the experimental results,
and we discuss the differences between our theory and
the standard theory and the implications of our theory.
In Sect. 6 we summarize the achievements of this paper.
Throughout this paper we take ~ = 1.
2. Model Hamiltonian
Our model Hamiltonian is
H = Hs +Hsb(t) +Hb, (1)
where Hs, Hsb(t), and Hb are the system Hamiltonian,
the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian, and the bath
Hamiltonian, respectively. As we will explain below, Hs,
Hsb(t), and Hb are given by the magnon Hamiltonian
for a ferrimagnet [Eq. (13)], the magnon-photon coupling
Hamiltonian [Eq. (20)], and the photon Hamiltonian [Eq.
(24)], respectively.
We first derive Hs. Since a two-sublattice Heisenberg
ferrimagnet21,22) is a minimal model for a ferrimagnet,
we consider the following Hamiltonian:
Hs = 2J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj + gµBh0
∑
j
Szj , (2)
where the sum
∑
〈i,j〉 is restricted to nearest-neighbor
sites for i ∈ A, j ∈ B. For simplicity we suppose that
the numbers of the A sublattice and the B sublattice
are N/2. In Eq. (2) the first term corresponds to the
Heisenberg Hamiltonian of a two-sublattice ferrimagnet,
and the second term corresponds to the Zeeman coupling
Hamiltonian due to the time-independent magnetic field
h0. The spin Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
the magnon Hamiltonian by using the following Holstein-
Primakoff transformation:21,22)
Szi = SA − a†iai, S−i = a†i
√
2SA − a†iai, S+i = (S−i )†, (3)
Szj = −SB + b†jbj , S+j = b†j
√
2SB − b†jbj , S−j = (S+j )†, (4)
where ai and a
†
i are the annihilation and creation oper-
ators of a magnon for the A sublattice, and bj and b
†
j
are those for the B sublattice. Although substitution of
Eqs. (3) and (4) into the first term of Eq. (2) leads to
not only the kinetic energy terms but also the interac-
tion terms of magnons,21,22) we consider only the kinetic
energy terms for simplicity. After some algebra,21–23) we
can rewrite Eq. (2) as
Hs =2
∑
q
J(0)(SBa
†
qaq + SAb
†
qbq)
+ 2
∑
q
J(q)
√
SASB(aqbq + a
†
qb
†
q)
− h0M − gµBh0
∑
q
(a†qaq − b†qbq), (5)
where
ai =
√
2
N
∑
q
eiq·iaq, (6)
b†j =
√
2
N
∑
q
eiq·jb†q, (7)
J(q) =
∑
δ
Jeiq·δ, (8)
with δ being a vector to nearest neighbors; and M is the
magnetization without magnons,
M =(−gµB)N
2
SA + (−gµB)N
2
(−SB)
=gµB
N
2
(SB − SA). (9)
In Eq. (5) we have neglected the constant terms arising
from the Heisenberg interaction. In the following anal-
yses we also neglect the term of −h0M in Eq. (5) be-
cause its role is just to make the directions of the time-
independent magnetic field and the magnetization par-
allel. By using the Bogoliubov transformation,
aq = cosh θqαq − sinh θqβ†q, (10)
b†q = − sinh θqαq + cosh θqβ†q, (11)
where
tanh 2θq =
2
√
SASBJ(q)
(SA + SB)J(0)
, (12)
we can diagonalize Eq. (5) as follows:21–23)
Hs =
∑
q
˜α(q)α
†
qαq +
∑
q
˜β(q)β
†
qβq, (13)
where
˜α(q) = α(q)− gµBh0
= (SB − SA)J(0) + ∆(q)− gµBh0, (14)
˜β(q) = β(q) + gµBh0
= (SA − SB)J(0) + ∆(q) + gµBh0, (15)
and
∆(q) =
√
(SA + SB)2J(0)2 − 4SASBJ(q)2. (16)
As we will show in Appendix A, the h0 makes the lowest
energy of the magnon bands nonzero.
Before the derivation of Hsb(t), we argue the validity
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of the above model in describing magnon properties of
YIG at room temperature. Although YIG is a ferrimag-
net, its magnon properties have been often discussed by
using magnons of a ferromagnet with no sublattice. How-
ever, a theoretical study24) using a ferrimagnetic Heisen-
berg model for YIG has shown that it is necessary to
take account of not only the lowest-energy branch of
magnon bands, which can be approximately described by
magnons of the ferromagnet, but also the second-lowest-
energy branch for describing magnon properties of YIG
at room temperature. Since the magnon spectrum ob-
tained in that study24) agrees very well with the results
of neutron scattering experiments,25) the above result
indicates that in order to describe magnon properties of
YIG at room temperature, one needs to consider, at least,
two magnon bands. Note that in that theoretical study24)
the magnetic anisotropy and dipolar interaction are ne-
glected because they are much smaller than the Heisen-
berg exchange interactions. Actually, another theoreti-
cal study26) has shown that the effects of the magnetic
anisotropy terms on the magnon spectrum of YIG are
vanishingly small. Then first-principles calculations27) of
YIG have shown that the largest term of the Heisenberg
exchange interactions is the antiferromagnetic nearest-
neighbor Heisenberg exchange interaction between FeO
and FeT ions, which are Fe ions surrounded by an octa-
hedron and a tetrahedron of O ions, respectively, and the
other terms are at least an order of magnitude smaller.
Since these facts can be taken into account in our two-
sublattice ferrimagnet, we believe that our model can
be regarded as a minimal model for describing magnon
properties of YIG at room temperature.
We then derive Hsb(t) in a way different from that of
the standard theory. We suppose that the main effect of
a time-periodic magnetic field hr(t) can be described by
Hsb(t) = gµB
∑
r
hr(t)S
z
r . (17)
In contrast to the standard theory,13–17) we treat the
time-periodic magnetic field as a quantized field. (This
is because its time dependence can be appropriately de-
scribed only for a quantum theory; if the time-periodic
magnetic field is treated in a classical theory, an approx-
imation whose validity is uncertain is used.17)) First, the
quantized magnetic field is expressed in the form28)
hr(t) =
∑
k,λ
[Ckλe
i(k·r−ωkt)ckλ + C∗kλe
−i(k·r−ωkt)c†kλ],
(18)
where ckλ and c
†
kλ are the annihilation and creation op-
erators of a photon for ωk = c|k| with the mode in-
dex λ. (We have not explicitly expressed the coefficient
Ckλ because its detail is irrelevant to the steady-state
properties.) Since ωk is chosen to be ωk = ωp in the
parametric pumping, we replace e∓iωkt in Eq. (18) by
e∓iωptδ(ωk − ωp). Then we express Szr in terms of the
magnon operators by using Eqs. (3) and (4). Combining
these results with Eq. (17) and using the Fourier trans-
formations of the magnon operators, we obtain
Hsb(t) =
∑
q,q′,λ
C˜q−q′λe−iωptcq−q′λ(b
†
q′bq − a†qaq′) + (H.c.),
(19)
where C˜kλ = gµBCkλδ(ωk − ωp). We can also represent
Eq. (19) in terms of the magnon-band operators by using
the Bogoliubov transformation and retaining only the
relevant terms (see Appendix B):
Hsb(t) = e
−iωptH(abs)sb + e
iωptH
(emi)
sb , (20)
where
H
(abs)
sb =
∑
q,q′,λ
C˜q−q′λcq−q′λBqq′α†qβ
†
q′ , (21)
H
(emi)
sb =
∑
q,q′,λ
C˜∗q−q′λc
†
q−q′λBqq′αqβq′ , (22)
and
Bqq′ = cosh θq sinh θq′ − sinh θq cosh θq′ . (23)
Thus the main effect of hr(t) is to create and annihi-
late a pair of magnons in different bands. Although the
terms of Eqs. (21) and (22) violate magnon-number con-
servation in general, the rates of the pair creation and
the pair annihilation satisfy the detailed balance in our
nonequilibrium steady state; as a result, the effects of the
H
(abs)
sb and H
(emi)
sb can be reduced to a nonzero chemical
potential of nonequilibrium magnons (see Sect. 4).
In addition to the magnon-photon Hamiltonian, we
consider the photon Hamiltonian.28) It is
Hb =
∑
k,λ
ωkc
†
kλckλ. (24)
3. Master equation
We derive the equation of motion of the reduced den-
sity matrix of magnons for our system, and we express it
in the form of the master equation. The following deriva-
tion is an extension of that for an electron system.29–32)
In the following analyses we use several approxima-
tions. To take account of a finite lifetime of magnons or
photons, we introduce the lifetime of magnons, τm, and
the lifetime of photons, τp, in a phenomenological way,
such as the relaxation-time approximation for an elec-
tron system.33) (Such finite lifetimes are induced, for ex-
ample, by the scattering of impurities.) We assume that
τm  τp, which is valid for YIG.20) Then we suppose
that the Hsb(t) is weak enough to treat it as perturba-
tion. [More precisely, it is so weak that τr  τp, where τr
is the relaxation time of magnons due to the second-order
perturbation of the Hsb(t) and characterizes a time evo-
lution of the reduced density matrix of magnons.] We also
suppose that τr < τm, which is valid for YIG.
8) Under
those conditions, photons can be treated as a Markovian
bath for magnons,20) and the Hsb(t) can be regarded as
the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian. Since the bath
degrees of freedom can be traced over29–32) in the equa-
tion of motion of the density matrix for H, dynamics of
nonequilibrium magnons for our system can be described
by the equation of motion of the reduced density matrix
4 J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. Full Paper Author Name
of magnons which are weakly coupled to a Markovian
bath of photons.
We can derive the equation of motion of the reduced
density matrix of the magnons as follows. The dynam-
ics for H of Eq. (1) can be described by the Liouville
equation,
dρ(t)
dt
=
1
i
[H, ρ(t)], (25)
where ρ(t) is the density matrix for H. To describe
magnon dynamics, we rewrite Eq. (25) as the equation
of motion of the reduced density matrix of magnons,
ρs(t) = trbρ(t), (26)
where trb denotes a trace over the bath variables. This
can be done in a manner similar to the derivation for an
electron system.29–32) Since the details of that derivation
have been described in several textbooks (e.g., Ref.29)),
we quote an expression here:
dρ
(I)
s (t)
dt
= −trb[H(I)sb (t),
∫ t
0
dτ [H
(I)
sb (τ), ρbρ
(I)
s (t)]], (27)
where the operators in the interaction picture, ρ
(I)
s (t) and
H
(I)
sb (t), are defined as
ρ(I)s (t) = e
iHstρs(t)e
−iHst, (28)
H
(I)
sb (t) = e
i(Hs+Hb)tHsb(t)e
−i(Hs+Hb)t, (29)
and ρb is the density matrix of photons. [For the deriva-
tion of Eq. (27), see Appendix C with Appendix D.]
To proceed further we rewrite Eq. (27) as the equa-
tion for the diagonal elements of ρs(t) for the eigen-
states of Hs. Let us introduce |m〉, an eigenvector of Hs:
Hs|m〉 = Em|m〉. This |m〉 also satisfiesNs|m〉 = Nm|m〉,
where Ns is the operator of the total number of magnons
and Nm is its value for |m〉. This is because Hs of Eq. (13)
does not violate the number conservation. (This property
may hold approximately even in the presence of interac-
tions of magnons for the temperatures lower than the
Curie temperature because for such temperatures the
number-nonconserving terms of the interactions are neg-
ligible compared with the number-conserving terms.5))
By using |m〉, we define the diagonal elements of ρs(t)
as pm(t) = 〈m|ρs(t)|m〉, where pm(t) represents the oc-
cupation probability of magnons. In addition, to trace
over the bath variables in Eq. (27), we introduce |p〉,
an eigenvector of Hb: Hb|p〉 = Ep|p〉. Since ddtpm(t) =
〈m| ddtρ(I)s (t)|m〉, Eq. (27) can be rewritten as
dpm(t)
dt
= −
∑
m′
Rmm′(t)pm(t) +
∑
m′
Rm′m(t)pm′(t),
(30)
where
Rmm′(t) =
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
p,p′
pp{〈m|〈p|Hsb(t)|p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(τ)|p〉|m〉ei∆E(t−τ) + (H.c.)}, (31)
with pp = 〈p|ρb|p〉 and ∆E = Em +Ep −Em′ −Ep′ (for
the details see Appendix E). Here the pp, the occupation
probability of photons, is given by
pp =
e−βEp∑
p′′
e−βEp′′
, (32)
where β = (kBT )
−1. (Note that the pp can be approxi-
mated by the equilibrium occupation probability because
the photons can be treated as a bath for magnons.) The
time integration in Eq. (31) can be performed with the
use of Eq. (20); the result is
Rmm′(t) =
∑
p,p′
|〈m′|〈p′|H(emi)sb |p〉|m〉|2pp
2 sin ∆E−t
∆E−
+
∑
p,p′
|〈m′|〈p′|H(abs)sb |p〉|m〉|2pp
2 sin ∆E+t
∆E+
, (33)
where ∆E∓ = ∆E∓ωp (see Appendix F). Since Rmm′(t)
is the transition rate of the magnon system from |m〉 to
|m′〉, Eq. (30) is the master equation for the magnon
system that is weakly coupled to the Markovian bath.
We remark on Eq. (30). The first term on its right-
hand side denotes the contribution due to the transi-
tions from |m〉 to |m′〉, whereas the second term de-
notes the contribution due to the transitions from |m′〉
to |m〉. Since these contributions are not balanced in
general, the expectation value of the magnon number,
〈Ns〉 =
∑
mNmpm(t), should depend on time except
the steady-state case. In such time-dependent cases, the
magnon number is not conserved, and thus the magnon
chemical potential should be zero. However, the magnon
chemical potential could be finite in the steady-state case
because the 〈Ns〉 becomes independent of time. We will
demonstrate this property in the next section.
4. Steady-state solution
We now study the steady-state solution to Eq. (30).
Since we focus on the nonequilibrium steady state that
is achieved after a long time evolution under the time-
periodic magnetic field, we replace the factors 2 sin ∆E∓t∆E∓
in Eq. (33) by 2piδ(∆E∓); this replacement is valid for
large t. Thus Eq. (33) becomes
Rmm′(t) ∼ R¯(−)mm′ + R¯(+)mm′ , (34)
where
R¯
(−)
mm′ = 2pi
∑
p,p′
|〈m′|〈p′|H(emi)sb |p〉|m〉|2ppδ(∆E−), (35)
R¯
(+)
mm′ = 2pi
∑
p,p′
|〈m′|〈p′|H(abs)sb |p〉|m〉|2ppδ(∆E+). (36)
R¯
(−)
mm′ and R¯
(+)
mm′ correspond to the transition rates given
by Fermi’s golden rule. Since the steady-state solution to
Eq. (30), p¯m, satisfies
d
dt p¯m = 0, p¯m is determined by
0 =
∑
m′
{[R¯(−)mm′ + R¯(+)mm′ ]p¯m − [R¯(−)m′m + R¯(+)m′m]p¯m′}. (37)
To find its solution, we use the relations between R¯
(−)
mm′
and R¯
(+)
m′m and between R¯
(+)
mm′ and R¯
(−)
m′m. Since pp is
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given by Eq. (32), the transition rates satisfy
R¯
(−)
mm′
R¯
(+)
m′m
= eβ(Em−Em′−ωp),
R¯
(+)
mm′
R¯
(−)
m′m
= eβ(Em−Em′+ωp). (38)
[In deriving them we have used the identity
e−βEpδ(∆E∓) = eβ(Em−Em′∓ωp)e−βEp′ δ(∆E∓).]
Equation (38) represents the detailed balance between
magnons-pair creation and annihilation because H
(abs)
sb
and H
(emi)
sb describe the pair creation and annihilation,
respectively. Combining Eq. (38) with Eq. (37), we have
0 =
∑
m′
R¯
(−)
mm′ [p¯m − eβ(Em′−Em+ωp)p¯m′ ]
+
∑
m′
R¯
(+)
mm′ [p¯m − eβ(Em′−Em−ωp)p¯m′ ]. (39)
By assuming the p¯m of the form
p¯m =
e−β(Em−µNm)∑
m′′
e−β(Em′′−µNm′′ )
, (40)
and substituting Eq. (40) into Eq. (39), we can show that
both terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (39) are zero if
µ =
ωp
2
. (41)
[For the first and second terms in Eq. (39), Nm′ −Nm =
−2 and 2, respectively, because two magnons are anni-
hilated by H
(emi)
sb and created by H
(abs)
sb .] We have cho-
sen the chemical potentials of α-band magnons and β-
band magnons to be the same because the change in
the number of α-band magnons due to Hsb(t) is the
same as the change in the number of β-band magnons.
Since the magnon operators satisfy the commutation re-
lations for bosons, the solution to Eq. (40) gives the
Bose distribution function.34) Indeed, we can express
〈Ns〉 =
∑
mNmp¯m as the sum of the Bose distribu-
tion functions with µ = ωp/2 (see Appendix G). Thus
the magnon distribution function of our nonequilibrium
steady state is given by the Bose distribution function
with µ = ωp/2. This finite µ results from the detailed
balance of Eq. (38).
To obtain a deeper understanding of our mechanism
for generating the µ, we remark on some of the properties
of Eqs. (35) and (36). The R¯
(−)
mm′ in Eq. (35) includes the
factor |〈m′|〈p′|H(emi)sb |p〉|m〉|2δ(∆E−); the R¯(+)mm′ in Eq.
(36) includes the factor |〈m′|〈p′|H(abs)sb |p〉|m〉|2δ(∆E+).
The former factor is finite only if
∆E− = Em + Ep − Em′ − Ep′ − ωp = 0; (42)
the latter is finite only if
∆E+ = Em + Ep − Em′ − Ep′ + ωp = 0. (43)
A detailed examination of these conditions is helpful in
obtaining the deeper understanding of our mechanism.
Since H
(emi)
sb is given by Eq. (22), we can express Eq.
(42) as
Em(Nm) + Ep − Em′(Nm − 2)− Ep′ − ωp = 0, (44)
where we have explicitly written the magnon numbers
for the states |m〉 and |m′〉. For the scattering processes
due to the H
(emi)
sb we have
Em(Nm)− Em′(Nm − 2) ≈ Em(Nm)− Em′(Nm) + 2µ
= α(q) + β(q
′) + 2µ, (45)
and
Ep′ − Ep ≈ ωp. (46)
Thus Eq. (42) is divided into α(q) + β(q
′) = ωp and
2µ = ωp. Similarly, we can divide Eq. (43) into the same
two equations. Therefore both the change in the magnon
number and the term (Ep−Ep′) are necessary for obtain-
ing the finite µ. The term (Ep−Ep′) appears only if the
time-periodic magnetic field is treated as the quantized
field. [If it is treated as the classical field, that term is ab-
sent because of lack of the creation or annihilation oper-
ator of a photon; in this classical case, the corresponding
conditions might be Em(Nm) − Em′(Nm − 2) − ωp = 0
and Em(Nm) − Em′(Nm + 2) + ωp = 0, and thus the
µ should be zero.] We thus conclude that the quantum-
mechanical treatment of the time-periodic magnetic field
and the Markovian-bath treatment of its effects on the
magnon system are essential for obtaining the finite µ in
the nonequilibrium steady state.
5. Discussion
We first compare our results with experimental results.
Experimental studies of the parametric parallel pump-
ing of YIG2,8) have shown that after a certain period of
time under the time-periodic magnetic field, the magnon
distribution function can be approximated by the Bose
distribution function with finite µ. This means that the
time-periodic magnetic field generates µ because the zero
of this µ is set to the value without it. Our result can
qualitatively explain this experimental result. However,
there is a quantitative difference between them because
the experimentally estimated value of µ reaches µ ≈ ωp/4
for some pumping powers.8) Although a quantitatively
appropriate theoretical description is beyond the scope
of the present study, we believe that for the quantitative
comparison with the experimental results the effect of
a phonon should be taken into account. This is because
the phonon-assisted processes, which are similar to the
indirect transitions33,35) in semiconductors, may be vi-
tal for understanding how a pair of magnons in differ-
ent bands is created or annihilated by a GHz-frequency
photon. It is known that in order to describe the opti-
cal properties of semiconductors, one needs to consider
not only the direct transitions, the transitions using only
a photon, but also the indirect transitions, the transi-
tions using a photon and a phonon.33,35) Such phonon-
assisted processes can be used even for the optical prop-
erties of magnon systems. If the energy of a phonon is
set to 0.03 eV,35) the sum of it and the energy of a GHz-
frequency photon is comparable with the energy of a pair
of small-|q| magnons in the lowest branch and the sec-
ond lowest branch for YIG. Note that the energy of a
small-|q| magnon in the second lowest branch is about
7THz≈ 0.03eV,24) where we have used 1THz≈ 4meV,
the relation between frequency units and energy units
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used in the neutron scattering experiments25) for YIG.
We then discuss the differences between the standard
theory and our theory. As described in Sect. 1, the time-
periodic magnetic field is treated as a classical field in
the standard theory.13–17) Because of this treatment,
the standard theory uses an approximation whose va-
lidity is uncertain: the factor cos(ωpt) of Hpump(t) =
gµBh cos(ωpt)
∑
jS
z
j is replaced by e
−iωpt or eiωpt for
the magnons-pair creation or annihilation term, respec-
tively.16,17) In contrast, our theory does not use that ap-
proximation because such exponential time dependence
appears naturally in the quantized magnetic field. This
difference is one advantage of our theory. Another advan-
tage is the presence of a photon bath. Since the standard
theory13–17) does not consider a photon bath, magnon-
number conservation is always violated by the magnons-
pair creation and annihilation terms due to the time-
periodic magnetic field, and, as a result, µ = 0.14,17) In
our theory the rates of the pair creation and the pair
annihilation satisfy the detailed balance in the nonequi-
librium steady state, and, as a result, the effects of their
terms are reduced to µ = ωp/2.
We now discuss the implications of our theory. The
framework of our master equation is applicable to other
collinear magnets, in which the magnetization directions
are collinear, because in a similar way Hsb(t) can be ex-
pressed as the magnons-pair creation and annihilation
terms. Thus, even for other collinear magnets, the distri-
bution function of nonequilibrium steady-state magnons
in the parametric parallel pumping could be approxi-
mated by the Bose distribution function with finite µ.
Since our theory can be extended to a more complicated
model of YIG,27,36) our theory provides an important
step towards a thorough understanding of properties of
nonequilibrium magnons of YIG. In addition, since the
similar mechanism can be used to generate µ for antifer-
romagnets, our results will stimulate further research of
the parametric parallel pumping and the magnon BEC
for antiferromagnets. It should be noted that for the
parametric parallel pumping of an antiferromagnet a pair
of magnons in different bands can be created or annihi-
lated by a GHz-frequency photon even without the assis-
tance of a phonon because the band splitting is induced
by the Zeeman energy of the time-independent magnetic
field23) and it is much smaller than that induced by the
Heisenberg exchange interaction. This property is dis-
tinct from the property for ferrimagnets, and thus may
be an advantage of antiferromagnets.
6. Summary
We have studied the magnon properties of the two-
sublattice ferrimagnet in the nonequilibrium steady state
under the time-periodic magnetic field. We have intro-
duced the model Hamiltonian, in which the magnon sys-
tem in the parametric parallel pumping is described by
the system of magnons with the weak coupling to the
Markovian bath of photons. To understand the nonequi-
librium steady-state properties of this system, we have
derived the master equation of the reduced density ma-
trix of the magnons, and then we have studied its steady-
state solution. We have shown that the magnon distribu-
tion function of the nonequilibrium steady state becomes
the Bose distribution function with µ = ωp/2. This result
can qualitatively explain the generation of the magnon
chemical potential in experiments,2,8) and it is distinct
from the value of the standard theory, µ = 0.
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Appendix A: Effect of the h0 on the lowest en-
ergy of the magnon bands
In this Appendix we discuss the effect of the h0 on
the lowest energy of the magnon bands. As a concrete
example we consider the case of SA < SB for our two-
sublattice ferrimagnet. In this case we take h0 > 0 be-
cause the M satisfies M > 0 [see Eq. (9)]. As a result,
the −h0M term in Eq. (5) makes the directions of the
time-independent magnetic field and the magnetization
parallel. Then, from Eqs. (14)–(16), we see that the low-
est energy in ˜α(q) is given by
˜α(0) = 2(SB − SA)J(0)− gµBh0, (A·1)
and that in ˜β(q) is given by
˜β(0) = gµBh0. (A·2)
Since 2(SB − SA)J(0) is usually larger than gµBh0, the
lowest energy for SA < SB is ˜β(0) = gµBh0. Thus the h0
makes the lowest energy of the magnon bands nonzero.
The case of SA > SB can be discussed in a similar way.
Appendix B: Derivation of Eqs. (20)–(22)
In this Appendix we derive Eqs. (20)–(22). By substi-
tuting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (19), we can rewrite
Hsb(t) as follows:
Hsb(t) =e
−iωpt
∑
q,q′,λ
C˜q−q′λcq−q′λ
×[Bqq′(α†qβ†q′ − βqαq′)−Aqq′(α†qαq′ − β†q′βq)]
+eiωpt
∑
q,q′,λ
C˜∗q−q′λc
†
q−q′λ
×[Bqq′(βq′αq − α†q′β†q)−Aqq′(α†q′αq − β†qβq′)],
(B·1)
where Bqq′ is given by Eq. (23), and Aqq′ is given by
Aqq′ = cosh θq cosh θq′ − sinh θq sinh θq′ . (B·2)
Because of energy and momentum conservation the rel-
evant terms of Eq. (B·1) are given by Eqs. (20)–(22) be-
cause the single-magnon excitation terms in Eq. (B·1),
the terms including Aqq′ , are irrelevant.
37)
Appendix C: Derivation of Eq. (27)
In this Appendix we explain the details of the deriva-
tion of Eq. (27). We first derive a general expression of
the equation of motion of ρs(t), and then rewrite it by
using the Born-Markov approximation, which is valid for
a system with weak coupling to a Markovian bath. The
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following derivation is based on the derivation described
in Ref.29)
First, we rewrite Eq. (25) as the equation of motion
of ρs(t). To do this, we introduce projection operators P
and P ′,
P = ρbtrb, (C·1)
P ′ = 1− P, (C·2)
where ρb is the density matrix of photons,
ρb =
e−βHb
trbe−βHb
, (C·3)
and β = (kBT )
−1. Since ρ(t) = Pρ(t) + P ′ρ(t), we can
rewrite Eq. (25) as a set of the equations of motion of
Pρ(t) and P ′ρ(t); the results are
d
dt
Pρ(t) = PLPρ(t) + PLP ′ρ(t), (C·4)
d
dt
P ′ρ(t) = P ′LPρ(t) + P ′LP ′ρ(t), (C·5)
where L is the Liouville operator for H,
Lρ(t) = 1
i
[H, ρ(t)]. (C·6)
In deriving Eqs. (C·4) and (C·5) we have used the iden-
tities P2 = P and P ′P = PP ′ = 0. Then the formal
solution to Eq. (C·5) is given by
P ′ρ(t) =
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP ′LPρ(τ). (C·7)
Here we have supposed that ρ(0) = ρbρs(0); because of
this initial-state condition, P ′ρ(0) = 0. Substituting Eq.
(C·7) into the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(C·4), we have
d
dt
Pρ(t) = PLPρ(t) + PL
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP ′LPρ(τ).
(C·8)
This equation can be rewritten as the equation of motion
of ρs(t) because
Pρ(t) = ρbtrbρ(t) = ρbρs(t). (C·9)
As we derive in Appendix D, we obtain
dρs(t)
dt
= Lsρs(t) + trbLsb
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ).
(C·10)
In deriving this equation we have introduced the Liou-
ville operators for Hs, Hsb(t), and Hb as follows:
Lsρ(t) = 1
i
[Hs, ρ(t)], (C·11)
Lsbρ(t) = 1
i
[Hsb(t), ρ(t)], (C·12)
Lbρ(t) = 1
i
[Hb, ρ(t)], (C·13)
where
L = Ls + Lsb + Lb. (C·14)
Then we can write Eq. (C·10) in a simpler form by
using the Born-Markov approximation. This approxima-
tion is appropriate for a system with weak coupling to
a Markovian bath, and it consists of two approxima-
tions. The first approximation is similar to the Born
approximation for the scattering theory of electrons.
Since the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.
(C·10) has two Lsb’s, corresponding to two Hsb(t)’s [Eq.
(C·12)], we can replace L = Ls +Lsb +Lb of e(t−τ)P′LP′
in that term by L0 = Ls + Lb by using the second-
order perturbation theory for Hsb(t). In addition, since
P ′L0P ′ = P ′L0−P ′L0P = P ′L0, we have e(t−τ)P′L0P′ =
e(t−τ)P
′L0 = P ′e(t−τ)L0 . Combining those results with
Eq. (C·10), we obtain
dρs(t)
dt
= Lsρs(t) + trbLsb
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)L0Lsbρbρs(τ),
(C·15)
where we have used PLsbP ′ = PLsb, which results in
trbLsbP ′ = ρ−1b PLsbP ′ = ρ−1b PLsb = trbLsb. The sec-
ond approximation is the Markov approximation, which
is valid for a Markovian bath. To use it, we rewrite Eq.
(C·15) in the interaction picture. First, by using Eqs.
(C·11)–(C·13), we can express Eq. (C·15) as follows:
dρs(t)
dt
=
1
i
[Hs, ρs(t)]− trb[Hsb(t), F (t)]. (C·16)
where
F (t) =
∫ t
0
dτe−i(t−τ)H0 [Hsb(τ), ρbρs(τ)]ei(t−τ)H0 ,
(C·17)
and
H0 = Hs +Hb. (C·18)
[Note that because of Eqs. (C·11) and (C·13) L0 = Ls +
Lb satisfies eL0t(· · · ) = e−iH0t(· · · )eiH0t.] Then, by using
the operators in the interaction picture, i.e., Eqs. (28)
and (29), we can rewrite Eq. (C·16) in the form
dρ
(I)
s (t)
dt
= −trb[H(I)sb (t),
∫ t
0
dτ [H
(I)
sb (τ), ρbρ
(I)
s (τ)]].
(C·19)
We suppose that the time variation of ρ
(I)
s (t), which is
characterized by τr, is slower than that of H
(I)
sb (t). (This
condition is satisfied for a system with weak coupling to
a Markovian bath.) Because of this, we can approximate
ρ
(I)
s (τ) in Eq. (C·19) as ρ(I)s (t); thus, Eq. (C·19) becomes
dρ
(I)
s (t)
dt
= −trb[H(I)sb (t),
∫ t
0
dτ [H
(I)
sb (τ), ρbρ
(I)
s (t)]].
(C·20)
Appendix D: Derivation of Eq. (C·10)
In this Appendix we derive Eq. (C·10). This derivation
consists of the following three steps.
First, we rewrite the first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. (C·8). By using Eq. (C·14), the first term can be
expressed as
PLPρ(t) = PL0Pρ(t) + PLsbPρ(t), (D·1)
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where L0 = Ls + Lb. Since Pρ(t) = ρbρs(t) follows from
Eqs. (26) and (C·1), the first term of Eq. (D·1) becomes
PL0ρbρs(t) =PLsρbρs(t)
=Lsρbρs(t), (D·2)
where we have used Lbρb = 0. In addition, the second
term of Eq. (D·1) becomes
PLsbρbρs(t) =ρbtrb 1
i
[Hsb(t), ρbρs(t)]
=
1
i
ρb[trbHsb(t)ρb, ρs(t)]
=0, (D·3)
where we have used trbHsb(t)ρb = 0. Combining Eqs.
(D·2) and (D·3) with Eq. (D·1), we have
PLPρ(t) = Lsρbρs(t). (D·4)
Next, we rewrite the second term of Eq. (C·8) in a
similar manner. The P ′LP, which appears in that term,
can be expressed as follows:
P ′LP =P ′L0P + P ′LsbP
=P ′LsbP
=LsbP. (D·5)
Here we have used P ′L0P = 0 and PLsbP = 0, which
follow from PL0P = L0P and from trbHsb(t)ρb = 0,
respectively. Thus the second term of Eq. (C·8) becomes
PL
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP ′LPρ(τ) =PL
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′L
× Lsbρbρs(τ). (D·6)
Using P ′ = 1 − P, P ′P = 0, and Eq. (D·5), we can
express part of Eq. (D·6) as follows:
e(t−τ)P
′LLsbρbρs(τ) =e(t−τ)P′LP′e(t−τ)P′LPLsbρbρs(τ)
=e(t−τ)P
′LP′e(t−τ)P
′LsbPLsbρbρs(τ)
=e(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ). (D·7)
In deriving the final line we have used
e(t−τ)P
′LsbPLsbρbρs(τ) =[1 + (t− τ)P ′LsbP]LsbPρ(τ)
=Lsbρbρs(τ), (D·8)
where P ′P = 0 and PLsbP = 0. Combining Eq. (D·7)
with Eq. (D·6), we obtain
PL
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LLsbρbρs(τ)
=PL
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ)
=PLP ′
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ)
+ PLP
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ)
=PLP ′
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ)
=PLsb
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ). (D·9)
Here we have used P ′P = 0, PLsbP = 0, and
PLP ′ =PLsbP ′
=PLsb. (D·10)
[Equation (D·10) is derived in a similar way to Eq. (D·5).]
Finally, we combine these results with Eq. (C·8). Com-
bining Eqs. (D·4) and (D·9) with Eq. (C·8), we obtain
d
dt
ρbρs(t) = Lsρbρs(t)
+ ρbtrbLsb
∫ t
0
dτe(t−τ)P
′LP′Lsbρbρs(τ). (D·11)
This is reduced to Eq. (C·10) because Lsρb = ρbLs.
Appendix E: Derivation of Eqs. (30) and (31)
In this Appendix we derive Eqs. (30) and (31). Since
the eigenvector of Hs, |m〉, satisfies
Hs|m〉 = i d
dt
|m〉, (E·1)
pm(t) = 〈m|ρs(t)|m〉 satisfies
dpm(t)
dt
= 〈m|dρs(t)
dt
|m〉 − 1
i
〈m|[Hs, ρs(t)]|m〉
= 〈m|dρ
(I)
s (t)
dt
|m〉, (E·2)
where ρ
(I)
s (t) is given by Eq. (28). By substituting Eq.
(27) into Eq. (E·2) and using the eigenvector of Hb, |p〉,
we can express Eq. (E·2) as follows:
dpm(t)
dt
= −
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
p
× 〈m|〈p|[H(I)sb (t), [H(I)sb (τ), ρbρ(I)s (t)]]|p〉|m〉, (E·3)
where H
(I)
sb (t) is given by Eq. (29). Combining Eq. (E·3)
with Eqs. (28) and (29), we obtain
dpm(t)
dt
=−
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
ei(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pppm(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(t)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(τ)|p〉|m〉
+
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
e−i(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pp′pm′(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(τ)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(t)|p〉|m〉
+
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
ei(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pp′pm′(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(t)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(τ)|p〉|m〉
−
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
e−i(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pppm(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(τ)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(t)|p〉|m〉,
(E·4)
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where pp = 〈p|ρb|p〉. Furthermore, we can combine the
first and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (E·4)
and the second and third terms; the results are
−
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
ei(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pppm(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(t)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(τ)|p〉|m〉
−
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
e−i(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pppm(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(τ)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(t)|p〉|m〉
=−
∑
m′
Rmm′(t)pm(t), (E·5)
and
+
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
e−i(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pp′pm′(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(τ)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(t)|p〉|m〉
+
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
m′
∑
p,p′
ei(Em+Ep−Em′−Ep′ )(t−τ)pp′pm′(t)
× 〈m|〈p|Hsb(t)|p′〉|m′〉〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(τ)|p〉|m〉
=
∑
m′
Rm′m(t)pm′(t), (E·6)
where
Rmm′(t) =
∫ t
0
dτ
∑
p,p′
pp[e
i∆E(t−τ)〈m|〈p|Hsb(t)|p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(τ)|p〉|m〉
+e−i∆E(t−τ)〈m|〈p|Hsb(τ)|p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|Hsb(t)|p〉|m〉], (E·7)
and ∆E = Em + Ep − Em′ − Ep′ . Therefore Eq. (E·4)
can be rewritten in the form of Eq. (30).
Appendix F: Derivation of Eq. (33)
In this Appendix we derive Eq. (33). To derive it, we
need to perform the time integration in Eq. (31). Since
Hsb(t) is given by Eq. (20), it is sufficient to calculate
the following quantity:
I(∆E,ωp) =
∫ t
0
dτei(∆E+ωp)(t−τ). (F·1)
Indeed, by using it, we can rewrite Eq. (31) as follows:
Rmm′(t) =
∑
p,p′
ppI(∆E,−ωp)〈m|〈p|H(abs)sb |p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|H(emi)sb |p〉|m〉
+
∑
p,p′
ppI(∆E,ωp)〈m|〈p|H(emi)sb |p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|H(abs)sb |p〉|m〉
+
∑
p,p′
ppI(−∆E,ωp)〈m|〈p|H(abs)sb |p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|H(emi)sb |p〉|m〉
+
∑
p,p′
ppI(−∆E,−ωp)〈m|〈p|H(emi)sb |p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|H(abs)sb |p〉|m〉. (F·2)
Since Eq. (F·1) becomes
I(∆E,ωp) =
1
i(∆E + ωp)
[ei(∆E+ωp)t − 1], (F·3)
we can write Eq. (F·2) as
Rmm′(t) =
∑
p,p′
pp
2 sin(∆E − ωp)t
∆E − ωp 〈m|〈p|H
(abs)
sb |p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|H(emi)sb |p〉|m〉
+
∑
p,p′
pp
2 sin(∆E + ωp)t
∆E + ωp
〈m|〈p|H(emi)sb |p′〉|m′〉
× 〈m′|〈p′|H(abs)sb |p〉|m〉. (F·4)
This is Eq. (33) because H
(abs)
sb = [H
(emi)
sb ]
†.
Appendix G: Derivation of an expression of the
steady-state 〈Ns〉
In this Appendix we derive an expression of 〈Ns〉 =∑
mNmp¯m. From Eq. (40) we have
〈Ns〉 =
∑
m
Nme
−β(Em−µNm)∑
m′′
e−β(Em′′−µNm′′ )
. (G·1)
To perform the sums in Eq. (G·1), we rewrite |m〉 as
|m〉 = |n1, n2, · · · , n∞〉, where nl represents the occupa-
tion number of magnons in the state l. (The description
using the set {nl} may be possible even in the presence
of interactions of magnons as long as magnons can be re-
garded as well-defined quasiparticles.) As a result, we can
rewrite Nm and Em as Nm =
∑
l nl and Em =
∑
l lnl,
respectively, where l represents the magnon energy in
the state l. By combining these equations with Eq. (G·1),
we can express the steady-state 〈Ns〉 as follows:
〈Ns〉 =
∑
l
∑
nl
nle
−β(l−µ)nl∑
nl
e−β(l−µ)nl
=
∑
l
1
eβ(l−µ) − 1 , (G·2)
where µ is given by Eq. (41).
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